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The most vital resource of an
organisation is its people.
When people are more efficient,
they are more productive.

Professional Development for Organisations

Mac, iOS, applications and beyond.
Apple Macintosh computers and iOS mobile devices are incredibly powerful, but only when
you know how. Our team are certified specialists who professionally administer hundreds of
thousands of Apple devices throughout Australia.
We understand and practice the best concepts for most optimal use internally, so we understand and
have thoroughly tested to know what works best. The most rewarding part of our day is sharing our
vast knowledge with others to help them grow.

Optimising best practice. Your way.
Does your organisation have a large team that should inherit a standardised, tried and tested
workflow or do you have individual staff that need to optimise their daily processing techniques?
Our technical training team can cater a group or one on one training solution for any native Mac
application and a large library of third-party productivity applications (e.g. Microsoft Office, Google G
Suite or virtual operating systems).

Background and services.
As one of Australia’s highest-ranked Apple Consultants, the Tech Help Direct team has been working
with enterprise, education, SMB and individuals, aligned with Apple products, for the past 10 years.
Tech Help Direct’s primary objective is to help organisations improve their workflows with Apple
technology and we achieve this by catering training solutions to you objectives and goals.







MAC SYSTEM ADMIN TRAINING

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

GROUP TRAINING
We can present to your team from some

Advanced training for Apple Mac

Bespoke training for an array of native

and iOS ICT system administrators,

Apple and third-party applications. We

of the various training modules that we

managing a fleet of devices or planning

customise training sessions to your

have available or create a session to your

a large deployment.

requirement and goals.

requirements or specific applications.

Our Clients
The trainer was asked what we wanted and delivered training around that. He went
with the flow and gave our attendees confidence in using their new Macs. His style
was relaxed, yet very knowledgeable and patient.
Jill Usher

Murweh Shire Council

For more information on how
Tech Help Direct can help you,
visit our website or call to
speak to one of our consultants.
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Call us on 1300 622 843

info@techhelpdirect.com.au
www.techhelpdirect.com.au

